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A B S T R A C T   

We use molecular dynamic simulations to study the structural properties of deprotonated cyclohexanoic acid 
(DCHA) and heptanoic acid (DHA) immersed in water in pristine and hydroxylated carbon nanopores (PACNs 
and HACNs) in relation to NA removal by activated carbons (ACs). In PACNs, both NAs can aggregate on the pore 
surface by depleting water molecules, while water molecules accumulate in the area where there is no NA ag-
gregation. The hydrophobic tails of NAs are generally in the interface water region (IWR), while the hydrophilic 
head groups prefer to be hydrated by water and form pairing with Na+ ions outside the IWR. The linear carbon 
tails of DHA tend to be parallel to the pore surface, while a slightly inclined configuration of the carbon ring in 
DCHA is observed. In HACNs, water forms a predominant interface layer by forming hydrogen bonding with -OH 
groups, while the hydrophobic tails of NAs are driven away from the surface. Both NAs have a more perpen-
dicular orientation close to the pore surface with their hydrophilic head groups forming hydrogen bonding with 
-OH groups. The strong water film greatly reduces hydrophobic interactions as well as decreases the available 
adsorption sites for NAs.   

1. Introduction 

Nowadays, the bitumen deposits in the Athabasca oil sands region 
(AOSR) are mainly recovered by surface mining process, during which a 
vast amount of steam is injected into the formations (Stringham, 2012; 
A.E. Regulator, 2018). The oil sands process-affected water (OSPW) 
from the bitumen extraction process may result in a number of envi-
ronmental concerns, such as acute and chronic toxicity affecting aquatic 
and mammalian species (Frank et al., 2008). OSPW consists of complex 
mixtures of organic and inorganic constituents, among which, naph-
thenic acids (NAs) are the primary toxic components. NAs are mixtures 
consisting of saturated aliphatic and alicyclic carboxylic acids, mostly 
containing 2 or 3 rings with 13–27 carbons in their structures (Frank 
et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013). The polar carboxylic groups and the 
non-polar aliphatic ends result in amphiphilic characteristics. In prac-
tices, the caustic hot water separation process results in alkaline con-
ditions of OSPW (Allen, 2008), during which NAs are generally 
deprotonated as naphthenates. NAs can also cause severe corrosions in 
extraction equipment, pipelines, and storage tanks, increasing opera-
tional costs (Slavcheva et al., 1999). Therefore, it is imperative to 
remove NAs from OSPW to make oil sands operations more 

environmentally and economically sustainable. 
Organic pollutants removal by adsorption in various carbonaceous 

materials has been developed during the past decades (Yang et al., 2021; 
Zhu et al., 2021). NA adsorption from water in activated carbons (ACs) is 
a cost-effective and efficient method to remove NAs (Islam et al., 2018; 
El-Din et al., 2011), thanks to their high specific surface area arising 
from the well-developed internal micro- and meso-porous structures 
(Yuan et al., 2010). It is well known that slit-shaped pores with sizes in 
the range of a few to hundreds of angstroms are widely distributed in 
ACs (Choma and Jaroniec, 2006; Sing, 1985). The high-surface-area ACs 
can effectively adsorb NAs from OSPW to increase their concentrations 
to trigger specific microbial metabolism mechanisms to preferably 
accelerate compound-specific biodegradations (Islam et al., 2015). 
Various O- and N-containing functional groups might be introduced 
onto the AC surfaces through activation processes or surface modifica-
tion techniques (Allen et al., 1998; Qiao et al., 2010). However, there 
have been a limited number of experimental measurements on NA 
adsorption from water in ACs. They generally proposed that hydro-
phobic interactions between carbon surface and NAs are the dominant 
factor for NA adsorption from water in ACs (Bhuiyan et al., 2017; Niasar 
et al., 2016; Wu and Pendleton, 2001). In addition, NAs with 
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linear-chain structures are reported to be preferentially removed 
compared to those with cyclic-ring structures (Alam et al., 2016; Zubot 
et al., 2012) due to the stronger hydrophobicity of linear carbon chains. 
O-containing functional groups on carbon surfaces generally have an 
adverse effect on the adsorption capacity of saturated fatty acids and 
aromatic compounds from water in ACs due to the formation of water 
clustering around surface groups (Wu and Pendleton, 2001; Pendleton 
et al., 2002; El-Sayed and Bandosz, 2003). Recently, there have been a 
number of experimental studies reporting that the formation of the 
negatively charged assisted hydrogen bond, (-)CAHB between weak acid 
and carbon surface O-containing groups, especially when they have a 
similar acidity (i.e., similar pKa values), can increase the adsorption of 
weak acids on negatively charged carbonaceous surfaces (Moustafa 
et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015, 2013). 

While these experimental measurements proved the efficacy of ACs 
in NA removal from water, the proposed mechanisms remain as hy-
potheses and the observation is on the macroscopic scale (such as 
adsorption capacity). The structural properties of NAs and water cannot 
be revealed from these experimental measurements, which plays an 
important role in the underlying mechanism of NA adsorption from 
water in ACs. However, the pores in ACs are generally in the nanometer 
scale (Quinlivan et al., 2005), while the structural and thermodynamic 
properties of NAs immersed in water in ACs are determined by 
NA-water-surface interactions and individual molecular configurations 
(linear/cyclic NAs and their distinct structures) which are at the 
microscopic scale. It has been shown that the interface water structures 
play an important role in substrate properties (Ali et al., 2020; Li et al., 
2020), which can greatly influence the solute-surface interactions. 
While Ma and Chen (2016) investigated the adsorption properties of 
cyclohexane carboxylic acids on four-nitrogen coordinated embedded 
graphene (TMN4-G) by the first-principle density functional theory 
(DFT), their study focuses on the direct interaction between NAs and 
carbon surface, while water is not included in their model. Therefore, it 
is necessary to study structural properties of NAs and interface water 
structures in different AC nanopores to reveal the effect of NA types 
(with/without rings) and surface functional groups from molecular scale 
to provide important insights into NA adsorption mechanism and 
carbonaceous adsorbents design. 

In this work, we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations to 
explicitly study the NA-water-surface interactions and individual mo-
lecular configurations (with/without rings) to reveal the effect of NA 
types and O-containing functional groups (represented by -OH group, 
which is one of most common functional groups) on the structural and 
thermodynamic properties of NAs and interface water structures in 
relation to NA removal from water in AC nanopores. While experimental 
measurements have difficulties in revealing the microscopic scale 
physical phenomena, MD simulations can explicitly consider the inter-
molecular interactions and individual molecule as well as surface 
characteristics from atomistic and molecular perspectives. We use 
deprotonated heptanoic acid (DHA; chemical formula: C7H13O−

2 ) with a 
linear hydrophobic tail structure and deprotonated cyclo-
hexanecarboxylic acid (DCHA; chemical formula: C7H11O−

2 ) with a ring 
hydrophobic tail structure to represent two different NAs, as the pKa 
values of cyclohexanecarboxylic acid (4.91) and heptanoic acid (4.8) are 
lower than the typical pH values in OSPW (pH 8 ± 0.7) (Moustafa et al., 
2014). While these NAs are generally lighter than the ones observed in 
OSPW (Frank et al., 2008; Wang et al., 2013), as they have amphiphilic 
characteristics (hydrophilic heads and hydrophobic tails), their struc-
tural properties can reveal underlying mechanisms about NA adsorption 
from water in ACs and the effect of hydrophobic tails. We note that as 
the pKa value of -OH groups grafted on carbon surface is generally 
around 10 (Orth et al., 2016), which is above the typical pH value of 
OSPW, the fully protonated -OH groups are applied, while the formation 
of (-)CAHB is not considered in this work. We find that in pristine AC 
nanopores (PACNs), both NAs can aggregate on the pore surface by 
depleting water molecules, while water accumulate close to the pore 

surface due to entropic effect (Thomas and McGaughey, 2009) where 
there is no DHA/DCHA aggregation. The hydrophobic tails of NAs are 
generally within the interface water region (IWR), especially for DHA, 
while the hydrophilic head groups are outside the IWR to be better 
hydrated by water and form pairing with Na+ ions. On the other hand, in 
hydroxylated AC nanopores (HACNs), there is a predominant interface 
water layer thanks to the hydrogen bond (H-bond) between water and 
-OH groups, while both DHA and DCHA molecules are repelled from the 
surface. Water forms clustering around -OH groups via the H-bond, 
while NAs can also form the H-bond with -OH groups by depleting a 
small number of water molecules. In contrast to PACNs, only hydrophilic 
head groups of NAs are within the IWR, while their hydrophobic tails are 
outside the IWR. The drastically different interface water structures in 
PACNs and HACNs are responsible for the different NA structural 
properties. Collectively, our work provides important insights into NA 
structural properties immersed in water in AC nanopores and the opti-
mization of high-performance carbonaceous materials for OSPW 
remediation. 

2. Molecular model and simulations 

The molecular structures of DCHA and DHA are shown in Fig. 1. The 
log Kow of non-deprotonated cyclohexanecarboxylic acid and heptanoic 
acid are 2.36 and 2.54, respectively, while those of DCHA and DHA are 
− 1.71 and − 1.06, respectively (Moustafa et al., 2014), demonstrating a 
much stronger hydrophilicity for the deprotonated ones. In addition, 
both of the non-deprotonated and deprotonated heptanoic acids are 
more hydrophobic than the corresponding cyclohexanecarboxylic acids. 
Na+ ions are used as the counter-ions in this work. As a typical O-con-
taining functional group, hydroxyl (-OH) groups which commonly 
appear on the AC surfaces during the activation process (Oda et al., 
2006) are grafted on carbon surface to study their effect. We use carbon 
slit pores with each substrate consisting of three graphene layers to 
represent PACNs. On the other hand, for HACNs, -OH groups are evenly 
grafted onto the both carbon substrates with the oxidation degree D =

NO/NC (NO and NC are the number of O atoms and C atoms in the same 
layer, respectively) as 0.125, which is a typical oxidation value for 
O-containing functional groups on AC surfaces (Müller and Gubbins, 
1998; Figueiredo et al., 1999), as depicted in Fig. 2. While a random 
patterned -OH group distribution commonly occurs in AC nanopores, for 
simplicity, we use a regular patterned one to investigate the effect of -OH 
groups on the structural properties of NAs and water in HACNs. A 
rectangular-cuboid-shaped simulation box with a dimension of LX =

5.904 nm and LY = 5.965 nm in the X- and Y-directions, respectively, is 
used. To minimize the influence from the periodic images in the Z-di-
rection, a vacuum is placed in the simulation cell with a length much 
larger than LX or LY in the Z-direction (Alejandre et al., 1995). As a 
result, the box size in the Z-direction LZ is determined by pore size and 
the vacuum length. The pore size W is defined as the separation distance 
between the carbon atoms on the innermost planes of the two graphene 
layers in the Z-direction. We use W = 1.5 nm and W = 4 nm to represent 
micropores and mesopores, respectively (Rouquerol et al., 1994), which 
can represent typical nanopores in ACs (Pelekani and Snoeyink, 1999). 
The molecular models, force fields and simulation details are provided 
in Supporting Information (SI). 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. PACNs 

In Fig. 3, we present the schematic representations of the equili-
brated systems with DCHA and DHA, Na+ ions as well as water mole-
cules in PACNs. In pristine AC micropores, both DCHA and DHA tend to 
stay close to the pore surface with their hydrophobic tails attached to the 
pore surface, while their hydrophilic heads point toward the middle of 
the pores. However, they reveal distinct conformational characteristics 
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owing to different molecular structures. The linear hydrophobic tails of 
DHA incline to be parallel to the surface thanks to the strong hydro-
phobic interaction between aliphatic chains and the carbon surface in 
line with previous studies (da Silva and Miranda, 2013; El-Sayed and 
Bandosz, 2004). On the other hand, a slightly inclined configuration of 
the carbon ring in DCHA is observed due to the entropy loss arising from 
the ring structure close to the pore surface (Alam et al., 2016; Spitzer and 
Heerze, 1983). Similar configurations are also observed in mesopores. 
The differences in the structural properties of NAs with/without a ring 
hydrophobic tail structure is probably responsible for their distinct 
removal behavior (Zubot et al., 2012; Quinlan and Tam, 2015). In 
mesopores, some DCHA molecules are immersed in water far away from 
the pore surface, while all DHA molecules are bound to the pore surface. 
For all cases, Na+ ions are depleted from the pore surface. 

To understand NA configurational properties in the vicinity of the 
pore surface and interface water structures, in Fig. 4, we present the 
schematic views of the X-Y plane in pristine AC mesopores. For DCHA, 
the plane view covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 0.66 nm, while for 
DHA, it covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 0.6 nm. Z = 0.66 nm for 
DCHA and Z = 0.6 nm for DHA correspond to the positions where the C6 
number density is close to 0 as shown in Fig. 5. DHA and DCHA 

molecules can aggregate on the pore surfaces by depleting water mol-
ecules, while water molecules accumulate close to the pore surface due 
to entropic effect (Thomas and McGaughey, 2009; Wu et al., 2011) 
where there is no DHA/DCHA aggregation. The depletion of water 
molecules from pristine carbon surface demonstrates the strong hydro-
phobic interaction between NAs and carbon surfaces. On the other hand, 
the Na+ ions tend to be hydrated by water rather than forming pairing 
with NA molecules. O1 (O2) atoms are mainly hydrated by water, while 
their pairing with Na+ ions is insignificant as shown in Table S2 in SI. 
The hydration and pairing number calculation method can be referred to 
our previous work (Zhang and Choi, 2006). Similar phenomenon is 
observed in micropores, which is not shown here. 

In Fig. 5, we present the number density distributions of each species 
in NAs and water oxygen as well as hydrogen (denoted as Ow and Hw, 
respectively) in pristine AC mesopores. As the O1 and O2 in the 
deprotonated carboxyl groups are equivalent (Immaraporn et al., 2004), 
we only show the O1 distributions. Water shows a layering structure 
close to the pore surface with a strong first adsorption layer due to the 
entropic effect (Thomas and McGaughey, 2009; Wu et al., 2011), despite 
carbon surface is generally perceived as hydrophobic (Kozbial et al., 
2016). The locations of peaks in the first Ow and Hw adsorption layers 

Fig. 1. Molecular structures of (a) DCHA; (b) DHA. Color scheme: red, O; cyan, C. The H atoms are not shown here for clarity. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 2. Schematic representations of (a) PACNs; (b) HACNs. Color scheme: white, H; purple, O of -OH groups; cyan, C. (For interpretation of the references to color in 
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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coincide, suggesting that interface water molecules tend to orientate 
parallel to the wall (Ulberg and Gubbins, 1995). Water orientation dis-
tributions S(Z) is presented in Fig. S1 in SI, which are given as, 

S(Z) = 1.5
〈
cos2α

〉
− 0.5, (1)  

where α is the angle between the dipole moment of water molecule and 
the Z-axis which is shown in Fig. S2 in SI, and 〈〉 represents the ensemble 
average. When all water molecules are perpendicular to the pore sur-
face, S(Z) = 1; if they are parallel to the pore surface, S(Z) = − 0.5; S(Z)
= 0 represents a random orientation. It shows that the water molecules 
close to the pore surface tend to have their dipole moments parallel to 
the pore surface, while a random distribution is observed in the middle 

of the pores, which is in line with Striolo et al. (2003). Based on the 
water density distributions, we define the interface water region (IWR) 
which is from the pore surface (Z = 0 nm) to the first saddle point in Ow 
density distributions (Z = 0.50 nm for both DCHA and DHA cases). Most 
of the hydrophobic tails of NAs are within the IWR due to the hydro-
phobic interactions and their aggregation at the pore surface as shown in 
Fig. 4, while DHA molecules are more tightly attached to the pore sur-
face than DCHA molecules. The peak positions in C1 to C7 distributions 
gradually shift from the pore surface to the middle of the pores. On the 
other hand, O1 is mostly outside of the IWR to be better hydrated by 
water or form pairing with Na+ ions as shown in Fig. 3. However, due to 
the stronger hydrophobic interactions between DHA and pore surface 
than those between DCHA and pore surface, the peak value in the O1 

Fig. 3. Schematic representations of (a) DCHA; (b) DHA, Na+ ions, and water molecules in pristine AC micropores and (c) DCHA; (d) DHA, Na+ ions, and water 
molecules in pristine AC mesopores. Color scheme: white, H; red, O; cyan, C, blue Na+. For clarity, water molecules are presented by the line mode. (For inter-
pretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 4. The schematic view of the X-Y plane with (a) DCHA; (b) DHA in pristine AC mesopores. For DCHA, the plane view covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 0.66 
nm; For DHA, the plane view covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 0.6 nm. 
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distributions of DHA is higher than that in the O1 distributions of DCHA, 
and closer to the pore surface as well. For comparison, we also present 
the number density distributions of each species in NAs and Ow as well 
as Hw in pristine AC micropores in Fig. S3 in SI. Similar to the pristine AC 
mesopores, most of the hydrophobic tails of NAs are within the IWR. 
However, as W decreases, due to the stronger confinement effect, the 
peak values of O1 and C7 distributions of DCHA increases, while those of 
DHA remain almost unchanged. 

To better assess NAs and water distributions in PACNs, in Fig. S4 in 
SI, we present the center of mass distributions of DHA and DCHA mol-
ecules as well as Ow in pristine AC micropores and mesopores. Based on 
their center of mass distributions, the number of NAs falling within IWR 
can be calculated by integrating from Z = 0 nm to the first saddle point 
in Ow density distributions as listed in Table S5. Most of the DHA mol-
ecules are within the IWR, while almost half of the DCHA molecules are 
distributed outside the IWR due to their tilt configurations as shown in 
Fig. 3. The peak value in DHA center of mass distributions is higher than 
that of DCHA, while it is closer to the pore surface as well. In addition, 
the first peak in Ow distributions in the presence of DHA is slightly lower 
than that of DCHA, suggesting that more water molecules are depleted 
from the pore surface in the presence of DHA due to stronger hydro-
phobic interactions. 

We also use DCHA and DHA hydrophobic tail orientations to 
describe their distinct configurations in PACNs, which can be repre-
sented by angle probability distribution Pangle(θ) (Skipper et al., 1995), 

Pangle(θ) =

∑m=k

m=1
n(θ)

N × k
(2)  

where n(θ) is the number of NA molecules with their angles in the range 
from θ to θ + dθ, N is the total number of NA molecules, k is the total 
sampling frames. We define the angle θ between the vector from C1 to 
C6 and the Z-direction for DHA molecules. For DCHA molecules, it is 

defined as the angle between the normal vector of a plane consisting of 
three ring carbons (C2-C4-C6) and the X-direction. θ = 0◦ and θ = 90◦

represent perpendicular and parallel orientation to the surface, respec-
tively. The angle definitions for NAs are shown in Fig. S5. Pangle(θ) of 
DCHA and DHA in PACNs are presented in Fig. S6. For DHA, Pangle(θ) has 
a strong peak at 90◦, which corresponds to a parallel orientation to the 
pore surface. In contrast, Pangle(θ) for DCHA has a broader distribution 
with a smaller peak value at 90◦, indicating that the parallel orientation 
is less obvious. 

3.2. HACNs 

In Fig. 6, we present the schematic representations of the equili-
brated systems with DCHA and DHA, Na+ ions as well as water mole-
cules in HACNs. In contrast to PACNs, due to the presence of -OH groups 
on the pore surface, the hydrophobic interactions between NAs and pore 
surface are greatly reduced. Both NAs tend to align their hydrophilic 
heads toward the -OH groups via hydrogen bonding with their hydro-
phobic tails extending into the middle of the pores. As a result, the hy-
drophobic tails of NAs are no longer parallel to the pore surface, but 
more perpendicular to the pore surface. Such phenomenon is also 
observed for decanoic acids near kaolinite surface (Underwood et al., 
2016). Similar to PACNs, the Na+ ions are depleted from the pore 
surface. 

The aerial views of the X-Y plane with DHA and DCHA in hydrox-
ylated AC mesopores are displayed in Fig. 7. For DCHA, the plane view 
covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 0.8 nm, while for DHA, it covers the 
region from Z = 0 to Z = 1.2 nm. Z = 0.8 nm for DCHA and Z = 1.2 nm 
for DHA correspond to the positions where the C3 and C1 number 
density is close to 0, respectively, as shown in Fig. 8. In contrast to Fig. 4, 
in HACNs, DHA and DCHA are adsorbed on the pore surface via the H- 
bond with -OH groups aligning perpendicular to the pore surface. While 
both DHA and DCHA can aggregate in PACNs as shown in Fig. 4, both of 

Fig. 5. Number density distributions of each specie in (a) DCHA; (b) DHA and Ow as well as Hw in pristine carbon mesopores. We also present the typical water and 
NAs configurations within IWR. The specie labels can be found in Fig. 1. 
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them are well dispersed in HACNs. Water forms strong clustering around 
-OH groups via the H-bond, and NAs can also form the H-bond with -OH 
groups by depleting a small number of water molecules. However, in 
contrast to Fig. 4, the water depletion is less obvious. The predominant 
interface water forms a strong film covering the pore surface and pre-
venting the hydrophobic interactions between NAs and the pore surface 
in HACNs. 

In Fig. 8, we depict the number density distributions of each species 
in NAs and Ow as well as Hw in hydroxylated AC mesopores. In HACNs, 
due to the hydrogen bonding between water and -OH groups, while Ow 
has a strong adsorption layer on the pore surface, Hw has a bimodal 
distribution close to the pore surface, indicating a non-parallel orien-
tation of water molecules in the vicinity of the pore surface in line with 
their configurations shown in Fig. 8. As shown in Fig. S7, S(Z) of water 
molecules also indicate that water molecules adopt more perpendicular 

orientations comparing to those in PACNs. In HACNs, the IWR is defined 
as the region from the pore surface (Z = 0 nm) to the first saddle point in 
the Ow density distributions (Z = 0.45 nm for both DCHA and DHA 
cases). The thickness of IWR in HACNs is smaller than that in PACNs due 
to a more packed water distribution thanks to the H-bonds with -OH 
groups. In contrast to Fig. 5, the hydrophobic tails of NAs are largely 
located outside the IWR, while only the hydrophilic heads are within the 
IWR. O1 has a strong adsorption on the pore surface, while C7 has a 
bimodal distribution within the IWR. For DCHA, the first peak in the 
bimodal C7 distribution is lower than the second peak, while for DHA, 
the two peaks are comparable. The bimodal C7 distribution is probably 
due to the NA orientations close to the pore surface, as they can align O1- 
O2 vector either parallel to the surface (standing on the surface) or 
perpendicular to the surface (resting on the surface) as shown in Fig. S8. 
While DCHA prefers the standing configuration, DHA have 

Fig. 6. Schematic representations of (a) DCHA; (b) DHA, Na+ ions, and water molecules in hydroxylated AC micropores and (c) DCHA; (d) DHA, Na+ ions, and water 
molecules in hydroxylated AC mesopores. Color scheme: white, H; purple, O of -OH groups; red, O of water and NAs; blue, Na+. For clarity, water molecules are 
presented by the line mode. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 7. The aerial view of the X-Y plane with (a) DCHA; (b) DHA in pristine AC mesopores. For DCHA, the plane view covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 0.8 nm; For 
DHA, the plane view covers the region from Z = 0 to Z = 1.2 nm. 
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approximately equal probability of the standing and resting configura-
tions. Similar phenomena are also observed for micropores, while the 
peak value in the O1 distributions increases slightly due to the 
confinement effect, as depicted in Fig. S9. 

To better understand water distributions close to the pore surface, in 
Fig. S10, we present 2-D density contour plots of Ow in its first adsorp-
tion layer, which is defined as the region from the first non-zero density 
to the first local minimum in Ow distributions as shown in Fig. 8. The 
blue spots in Fig. S10 correspond to the locations of -OH groups. It shows 
that water molecules form clustering around the -OH groups through H- 
bonding. To better illustrate this phenomenon, the radial density dis-
tribution (RDD) of Ow, O1 in NAs, and Na+ ions around H atoms of -OH 
groups (HOH) in hydroxylated AC mesopores is displayed in Fig. 9. A 
strong first peak in Ow distributions around HOH indicates the water 
clustering around the -OH groups. On the other hand, O1 distributions 
also show an adsorption around HOH, corresponding to the H-bond as 

shown in Fig. 7. Na+ ions are generally depleted from the -OH groups. 
Thanks to the H-bond between NAs and -OH groups, the hydration and 
Na+ pairing number of O1 atom in HACNs are much lower than those in 
PACNs, as shown in Table S3. 

We also present the average hydrogen bond number per -OH group 
between water and -OH groups and between NAs and -OH groups in 
HACNs in Table S4. The hydrogen bonds are identified based on a 
geometrical criterion, in which a hydrogen bond is determined (Kumar 
et al., 2007) if rO⋯O< 3.5 Å and ∠O⋯O− H≤ 30◦. Each -OH group 
forms close to two hydrogen bonds with water molecules. Therefore, 
water clustering around -OH groups are greatly promoted, which 
negatively affect the hydrophobic interactions between NAs and the 
pore surface. In contrast, -OH groups can form much fewer hydrogen 
bonds with NAs. The hydrogen bond number between NAs and -OH 
groups in mesopores is slightly lower than that in micropores because 
some NA molecules are distributed in the middle of the pore in 

Fig. 8. Number density distributions of each specie in (a) DCHA; (b) DHA and Ow as well as Hw in hydroxylated AC mesopores. We also present the water and NAs 
orientations within IWR. The specie labels can be found in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 9. Radial distribution density for Ow, O1 in NAs, and Na+ ions around HOH in the presence of (a) DCHA; (b) DHA for hydroxylated AC mesopores.  
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mesopores. To better display the hydrogen bonds, the hydrogen bond 
networks in hydroxylated AC micropores are shown in Fig. S11. 
Generally, most -OH groups can interact with two water molecules via 
hydrogen bonding. In addition, water molecules can also form hydrogen 
bonding with each other to form water clusters, which is detrimental to 
the hydrophobic interactions. Nevertheless, each -OH group can only 
interact with one NA molecule. It is probably because the net negative 
charge of NAs can effectively repel each other. As a result, some NAs are 
no longer tightly attached to the surface and dispersed in the middle of 
hydroxylated AC mesopores as shown in Fig. 6 (c) and (d). The distinct 
structural properties of NAs in PACNs and HACNs can probably explain 
why the O-containing functional groups are detrimental to NA adsorp-
tion from water in ACs as observed in experimental measurements 
(El-Sayed and Bandosz, 2003). To better illustrate the effect of -OH 
groups on interface water and NA structures, in Fig. S12, we present the 
center of mass distributions of DHA and DCHA molecules as well as Ow 
in hydroxylated AC micropores and mesopores. The number of NAs 
distributed within the IWR is shown in Table S6. In contrast to Fig. S4, 
both DCHA and DHA molecules are depleted from the IWR, demon-
strating a strong interface water structure. The different center of mass 
distributions of DHA and DCHA are also attributed to the different NA 
orientations in HACNs, as shown in Fig. S13 (the angle definitions given 
in Fig. S14). In contrast to PACNs, Pangle(θ) in HACNs no longer con-
centrates at ~90◦, especially for DHA. In HACNs, DCHA displays a peak 
at ~60◦ and ~120◦ indicating an inclining orientation of its ring 
structure, while a broader range distribution from 30◦ to 150◦ is 
observed for DHA suggesting a random configuration. 

We note that the current molecular models and simulation ap-
proaches applied in this work cannot account for the (-)CAHB between 
the negatively charged NAs and a negatively-charged carbonaceous 
surface which has been reported as one of the main driving forces for the 
adsorption of weak acids on negatively charged carbonaceous surfaces 
(Moustafa et al., 2014; Li et al., 2015, 2013). The hydrogen bonding 
between NAs and -OH groups on the carbon surface revealed in this 
work rather refers to an ordinary one (Gilli et al., 2009), while (-)CAHB 
is a subset of the low barrier H-bond (Li et al., 2013). Li et al. (2013) 
studied the pH-dependent adsorption of benzoic acid, phthalic acid, and 
2,6-dichloro-4-nitrophenol by hydroxylated, carboxylated, and graphi-
tized carbon nanotubes (CNTs). They observed that their adsorption 
capacities in various CNTs are higher at pH 2.0 than those at pH 7.0, 
underscoring the significance of hydrophobic interactions. In addition, 
at pH 7.0, their adsorption capacities in different CNTs are comparable, 
demonstrating the important role of the (-)CAHB in weak acid adsorp-
tion onto O-containing carbonaceous surfaces. Moustafa et al. (2014) 
investigated adsorption of ionized weak acids (including decanoic acid, 
trans-4-isopropyl cyclohexanoic acid, trans-4-propyl cyclohexanoic 
acid, heptanoic acid, and cyclohexanoic acid) on functionalized 
expanded graphite (EG) containing phenolic and carboxyl groups from 
macroscopic thermodynamic perspectives. They compared the solvation 
free energy of acids in aqueous solution ΔGsol, the free energy of water 
adsorption to functional groups ΔGHB

H2O, and the free energy of (-)CAHB 
formation ΔG− CAHB. They argued that ΔG− CAHB needs to overcome ΔGHB

H2O 

and ΔGsol (i.e., ΔG− CAHB > ΔGsol > ΔGHB
H2O) so that the formation of (-) 

CAHB between weak acids and carbonaceous surface is probable. As 
there was no adsorption observed for heptanoic acid and cyclohexanoic 
acid, they postulated that ΔG− CAHB cannot overcome ΔGsol for these NAs. 
On the other hand, they observed a noticeable adsorption for decanoic 
acid with a seemingly similar ΔG− CAHB value (Moustafa et al., 2014). 
They argued that the increase in the hydrophobicity of NAs due to 
proton exchange of the deprotonated NA with water can contribute to 
the energy gain required for (-)CAHB formation (Li et al., 2013; Teixidó 
et al., 2011). However, we note that decanoic acid has a longer hydro-
phobic tail than heptanoic acid and cyclohexanoic acid so that its hy-
drophobic interactions with carbon surface should be more prominent as 
highlighted in Fig. 3. While the used EG contains phenolic and carboxyl 

groups, its wettability was not fully characterized. In addition, the 
applied macroscopic thermodynamic models do not take into account 
the solute hydration structures in the vicinity of pore surface (the sol-
vation free energy refers to that in the bulk aqueous solutions) nor the 
interface water structures which can influence the interactions between 
NAs and surface functional groups. When it comes to the determination 
of (-)CAHB between weak acids and carbonaceous surfaces, the local 
solute hydration structures and interface water structures should be 
fully considered (Zhu et al., 2005). While our molecular models and 
simulations cannot explicitly take into account the formation of (-) 
CAHB, our results endorse its potential formation from atomistic and 
molecular perspectives as even though water forms strong clustering, 
the deprotonated NAs can form an ordinary H-bond with surface func-
tional groups. The collaborative effect of local solute hydration struc-
tures, interface water structures, and the formation of (-)CAHB on weak 
acid adsorption on carbonaceous surface should be addressed in a 
multi-scale quantum mechanics/molecular mechanics approach (War-
shel and Levitt, 1976) which can be computationally expensive. In 
addition, carboxylate group is another typical O-containing group with a 
low pKa value (~5) which can lead to negatively charged surfaces due to 
the deprotonation process. In this case, the electrostatic repulsion be-
tween both negatively charged NAs and pore surface, and the formation 
of (-)CAHB influenced by the local solute hydration structures as well as 
interface water structures play an important role in NA adsorption from 
water in AC nanopores. 

4. Conclusion 

In this work, we use MD simulations to explore the structural prop-
erties of NAs and interface water structures in PACNs and HACNs. It is 
found that the carbon surface properties play an important role in the 
interface water structures which can in turn greatly influence solute- 
surface interactions as well as solute configurations. 

In PACNs, NAs can aggregate close to the pore surface with their 
hydrophobic tails attached to the pore surface and hydrophilic heads 
extending to the middle of the pores, while water molecules can only 
accumulate on the pore surface where there is no DHA/DCHA aggre-
gation. The hydrophobic tails of NAs are generally within the IWR 
thanks to strong hydrophobic interactions. In addition, a stronger af-
finity between the linear carbon tails of DHA and carbon surface is 
observed comparing to the ring structure of DCHA, which can poten-
tially explain their distinct removal behaviors (Zubot et al., 2012; 
Quinlan and Tam, 2015). 

In HACNs, a predominant interface water layer is formed on the pore 
surface thanks to the H-bond between water and -OH groups, while both 
DHA and DCHA molecules are repelled from the pore surface and 
outside the IWR. Water can form strong clustering around the surface 
-OH groups and create a water film on the pore surface greatly reducing 
the hydrophobic interactions between NAs and the pore surface as well 
as negatively affecting the ordinary H-bond between NAs and -OH 
groups, which collectively might be detrimental to the NA adsorption 
from water in ACs. From this perspective, it is suggested that the surface 
-OH groups should be minimized before the ACs are applied for 
contaminant remediation. 

However, in this work, we did not directly study the adsorption ca-
pacity of NAs from water in AC nanopores and the formation of (-)CAHB 
between the deprotonated NAs and negatively charged carbonaceous 
surface is not considered in this work (Moustafa et al., 2014; Li et al., 
2013), which will be addressed in our future works. In addition, OSPW 
can contain various salt ions, including Na+, Ca2+, Mg2+, Cl-, and SO4

2-, 
etc. Saidi-Mehrabad et al. (2013). It has been reported that divalent 
cations can form ion bridging between acids and a negatively charged 
surface (Yang et al., 2016; Mugele et al., 2016). While some works (Li 
et al., 2013; Ni et al., 2011; Zhang et al., 2010) have reported that the 
cation bridging has a negligible effect on weak acid adsorption on 
carbonaceous surfaces, it is worthwhile to investigate its probability 
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from atomistic and molecular perspectives. 
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